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Abstract

We design and evaluate SwiSh, a distributed shared state management layer for data-plane P4 programs. SwiSh enables running scalable stateful distributed network functions on programmable switches entirely in the data-plane. We explore several schemes to build a shared variable abstraction, which differ in consistency, performance, and in-switch implementation complexity. We introduce the novel Strong Delayed-Writes (SDW) protocol which offers consistent snapshots of shared data-plane objects with semantics known as A-relaxed strong linearizability, enabling implementation of distributed concurrent sketches with precise error bounds.

We implement strong, eventual, and SDW consistency protocols in Tofino switches, and compare their performance in microbenchmarks and three realistic network functions, NAT, DDoS detector, and rate limiter. Our results show that the distributed state management in the data plane is practical, and outperforms centralized solutions by up to four orders of magnitude in update throughput and replication latency.

1 Introduction

In recent years, programmable data-plane switches such as Intel’s Tofino, Broadcom’s Trident, and NVIDIA’s Spectrum [9, 33, 60] have emerged as a powerful platform for packet processing, capable of running complex user-defined functionality at Tbps rates. Recent research has shown that these switches can run sophisticated network functions (NFs) that power modern cloud networks, such as NATs, load balancers [40, 57], and DDoS detectors [45]. Such data-plane implementations show great promise for cloud operators, as they can operate at orders of magnitude higher throughput levels than the server-based implementations used today, enabling a massive efficiency improvement.

A key challenge remains largely unaddressed: realistic data center deployments require NFs to be distributed over multiple switches. Multi-switch execution is essential to correctly process traffic that passes through multiple network paths, to tolerate switch failures, and to handle higher throughput. Yet, building distributed NFs for programmable switches is challenging because most of today’s NFs are stateful and need their state to be consistent and reliable. For example, a DDoS detector may need to monitor traffic coming from multiple locations via several switches. However, it cannot be implemented by routing all traffic through a single switch since it is inherently not scalable. Instead, it must be implemented in a distributed manner. Furthermore, in order to detect and mitigate an attack, a DDoS detector must aggregate per-packet source statistics across all switches in order to correctly identify super-spreaders sending too many destinations. Similarly, in multi-tenant clouds, per-user policies, such as rate limiting, cannot be implemented in a single switch because user’s VMs are often scattered across multiple racks, so the inter-VM traffic passes through multiple switches.

Distributed state management is, in general, a hard problem, and it becomes even harder in the context of programmable data-plane switches. In the “traditional” host-based NF realm, several methods have been proposed to deal with distributed state. These include remote access to centralized state storage [39] and distributed object abstractions [77], along with checkpoints and replication mechanisms for fault tolerance [64, 71]. Unfortunately, few of these techniques transfer directly to the programmable switch environment. These switches have the capability to modify state on every packet, allowing them to effectively implement stateful NFs. However, distributing the NF logic across multiple switches is extremely challenging as it requires synchronizing these frequent changes under harsh restrictions on computation, memory, and communication.

Existing systems that implement NFs over multiple switches do so by designing ad hoc, application-specific protocols. Recent work on data-plane defense against link flooding [36], argues for data-plane state synchronization among the switches, but provides no consistency guarantees. While applicable in this scenario, it would not be enough in other applications, as we discuss in our analysis (§4). A more common solution, usually applied in network telemetry systems,
is to periodically report the per-switch state to a central controller [1,6,18,25,26,29,49,78]. Such systems need to manage the state kept on each switch and to determine when and how the central controller is updated – navigating complex tradeoffs between frequent updates leading to controller load and communication overhead versus stale data leading to measurement error. In contrast to these approaches, we seek a solution that supports general application scenarios without relying on a central controller in failure-free runs, while allowing all switches to take a consistent action as a function of the global state, e.g., to block a suspicious source in the DDoS detector.

We describe the design of such a general distributed shared state mechanism for data-plane programs, SwiSh. Inspired by distributed shared memory abstractions for distributed systems [41, 48], SwiSh provides several replicated shared variable abstractions with different consistency guarantees. At the same time, SwiSh is tailored to the needs of NFs and co-designed to work in a constrained programmable switch environment.

Our analysis reveals three families of NFs that lend themselves to efficient in-switch implementation, with distinct consistency requirements. For each family we explore the triple tradeoff between consistency, performance, and complexity. We design (1) Strong Read-Optimized (SRO): a strongly consistent variable for read-intensive applications with low update rates, (2) Eventual Write-Optimized (EWO): an eventually-consistent variable for applications that can tolerate inconsistent reads but require frequent writes, and (3) Strong Delayed-Writes (SDW): a novel consistency protocol which efficiently synchronizes multi-variable snapshots across switches while providing a consistency and correctness guarantee known as r-relaxed strong linearizability [27].

SDW is ideal for implementing concurrent sketches, which are popular in data-plane programs [12, 13, 24, 30, 35, 38, 51–54, 78, 83]. Unlike eventually consistent semantics, the r-relaxed strong linearizability offered by SDW enables principled analysis of concurrent sketches. This property enables the derivation of precise error bounds and generalizes to different sketch types, such as non-commutative sketches [67].

Implementing these abstractions efficiently in a switch is a challenge, and it involves judicious choice of hardware mechanisms and optimization targets. Our main ideas are: (1) minimizing the buffer space due to the scarcity of switch memory, even at the expense of higher bandwidth; (2) using the in-switch packet generator for implementing reliable packet delivery and synchronization in the data-plane.

We fully implement all the protocols in Tofino switches and devise reusable APIs for data-plane replication. We evaluate the protocols both in micro-benchmarks and in three real-world distributed NFs: a rate limiter, a network address translator (NAT) and a DDoS detector. Our novel SDW protocol achieves micro-second synchronization latency and offers about four orders of magnitude higher update rates compared to a central controller or SRO. We show that SDW (1) achieves stable 99th percentile replication latency of 6μsec when running on four programmable pipes (two per switch), thus sharing state both among local and remote pipes; (2) scales to 32 switches when executed in a large-scale emulation and fits switch resources even for 4K switches; (3) requires linear number of replication messages in state size which is independent from the number of actual updates to the state.

We show that SDW is instrumental to achieving high performance in applications: the centralized controller fails to scale under growing application load, whereas SDW-based versions show no signs of performance degradation.

This paper extends our workshop paper [82] by introducing the SDW protocol, as well as providing an implementation and evaluation of SRO and EWO.

In summary, this work makes the following contributions:

- Analysis of memory consistency requirements and access patterns of common NFs suitable for in-switch execution,
- Design and implementation of strongly- and eventually consistent shared variables, as well as a new SDW consistency protocol specifically tailored for in-switch implementation, which guarantees consistent snapshots and provably provides r-relaxed strong linearizability which facilitates implementation of concurrent sketches,
- An implementation and evaluation of three distributed NFs on Tofino switches demonstrating the practicality and utility of the new abstractions.

2 Background: Programmable Switches

The protocol independent switch architecture (PISA) [8] defines two main parts to packet processing. The first is the parser which parses relevant packet headers, and the second is a pipeline of match-and-action stages. Parsed headers and metadata are then processed by the pipeline. The small (~10 MB) switch memory is shared by all pipeline stages. Often, switches are divided into multiple independent pipes [34], each serving a subset of switch ports. From the perspective of in-switch applications, the pipes appear as different switches, so stateful objects are not shared between them.

PISA-compliant devices can be programmed using the P4 language [73]. P4 defines a set of high-level objects that consume switch memory: tables, registers, meters, and counters. While tables updates require control-plane involvement, all other objects can be modified directly from the data-plane.

A data-plane program processes packets, and then can send them to remote destinations to the control-plane processor on the switch, or to the switch itself (called recirculation).

Switches process packets atomically: a packet may generate several local writes to different locations, and these updates are atomic in the sense that the next processed packet will not see partial updates. Single-row control-plane table updates are atomic w.r.t. data-plane [74]. These properties allow us to implement complex distributed protocols with concurrent state updates without locks.
Although not a part of PISA, some switches add packet generation support. Packet generators can generate packets directly into the data-plane. For example, the Tofino Native Architecture (TNA) [34] allows generation of up to 8 streams of packets based on templates in switch memory. The packet generator can be triggered by a timer or by matching certain keys in recirculated packets.

3 Motivation

The Case for Programmable Switches as NF Processors. The modern data center network incorporates a diverse array of NFs beyond simple packet forwarding. Features like NAT, firewalls, load balancers, and intrusion detection systems are central to the functionality of today’s cloud platforms. These functions are stateful packet processing operations, and today are generally implemented using software middleboxes that run on commodity servers, often at significant cost.

Consider an incoming connection to a data center service. It may pass through a DDoS detection NF [3, 58], which blocks suspicious patterns. This service is stateful; it collects global traffic statistics, e.g., to identify “super-spreader” IPs that attempt to flood multiple targets. Subsequently, traffic may pass through a load balancer, which routes incoming TCP connections to multiple destination hosts. These are stateful too: because subsequent packets in the same TCP connection must be routed to the same server (a property dubbed per-connection consistency), the load balancer must track the connection-to-server mapping. Both DDoS detectors and load balancers are in use at major cloud providers [19, 61], and handle a significant fraction of a data center’s incoming traffic. Implemented on commodity servers, they require large clusters to support massive workload.

Programmable data-plane switches offer an appealing alternative to commodity servers for implementing NFs at lower cost. Researchers have shown that they can be used to implement many types of NFs. For data center operators, the benefit is a major reduction in the cost of NF processing. Whereas a software-based load balancer can process approximately 15 million packets per second on a single server [19], a single switch can process 5 billion packets per second [33]. Put another way, a programmable switch has a price, energy usage, and physical footprint on par with a single server, but can process several hundred times as many packets.

Distributed Switch Deployments. Prior research focused on showing that NFs can be implemented on a single switch [45, 57]. However, realistic data center deployments universally require multiple switches. We see two possible deployment scenarios. The NF can be placed in switches in the network fabric. For example, in order to capture all traffic, the load balancer would need to run on all possible paths, e.g., by being deployed on every core switch or every aggregation switch. Alternatively, a cluster of switches (perhaps located near the ingress point) could be used to serve as NF accelerators. Both are inherently distributed deployments: they require multiple switches in order to (1) scale out, (2) tolerate switch failures, and (3) capture traffic across multiple paths.

The challenge of a distributed NF deployment stems from the need to manage the global state shared among the NF instances, which is inherent to distributed stateful applications. Specifically, packet processing at one switch may require reading or updating variables that are also accessed by other switches. For example, the connection-to-server mapping recorded by the load balancer must be available when later packets for that connection are processed – even if they are processed by a different switch, or the original switch fails. Similarly, a rate limiter would need to track and record the total incoming traffic from a given IP, regardless of which switch is processing it.

SwiSh provides a shared state mechanism capable of supporting global state: any global variable can be read or written from any switch. SwiSh transparently replicates state updates to other switches for fault tolerance and remote access. In case of state locality, only a subset of the switches would replicate that state [82].

The Case for Data-Plane Replication. Control-plane mechanisms are commonly used for replicating the switch state [7, 11, 43, 56]. However, the scalability limitations of this approach have been well recognized, and several recent works focus on improving it by distributing the control-plane logic across a cluster of machines or switches [43, 81]. SwiSh proposes instead to replicate the state in the data plane.

Data-plane replication enables supporting distributed NFs that read or modify switch state on every packet. This new capability of programmable data-plane switches allows implementations of more sophisticated data-plane logic than traditional control-plane SDN.

As we will see in §4, applications use state in diverse ways. Some are read-mostly; others update state on every packet. Some require strong consistency among switches to avoid exposing inconsistent states to applications (e.g., a distributed NAT must maintain correct mappings to avoid packet loss), while others can tolerate weak consistency (e.g., rate limiters that already provide approximate results [63]). SwiSh provides replication mechanisms for different classes of data that operate at the speed of the switch data-plane.

At the same time, data-plane replication offers an opportunity to build a more efficient replication mechanism without additional control-plane processing servers. Furthermore, data-plane replication can take advantage of unique programmable hardware characteristics that are not available in a traditional control-plane. For example, the atomic packet processing property enables a multi-location atomic write to the shared state. We leverage this feature to enable fast processing of acknowledgments entirely in the data-plane for our strongly-consistent replication protocol (§6.1).

Control-plane replication is not enough. Managing a globally shared state in a programmable data-plane switch requires
We study the access patterns and consistency requirements of several in-switch applications. Below, we describe how these consistency requirements arise.

4 Application Consistency Requirements

We use BfRt API (C++) and average over 100 iterations.

1. **Strong consistency**: Workloads cannot tolerate inconsistency between switches – a read must see a previous write. These are usually read-intensive workloads that can tolerate infrequent, but expensive writes;
2. **Weak (eventual) consistency**: Mixed read/write workloads tolerate arbitrary inconsistency;
3. **Bounded-delay consistent snapshots**: Mixed read/write workloads that tolerate inconsistency for a bounded time – a read must see all but a bounded number of previous writes, yet require that all switches read from a consistent state. These requirements are typical for sketches. Below, we describe how these consistency requirements arise in several in-switch applications.

4.1 Strong Consistency

Network Address Translators (NATs) share the connection table among the NF instances. The table is queried for every packet, but updated when a new connection is opened; table rows require strong consistency, or it may lead to broken client connections in case of multi-path routing or switch failure. Also, NATs usually manage a pool of unassigned ports; however, the pool can be partitioned among the switches into non-overlapping ranges to avoid sharing.

Stateful firewalls monitor connection states to enforce context-based rules. These states are stored in a shared table, updated as connections are opened and closed, and accessed for each packet to make filtering decisions. Like the NAT, the firewall NF requires strong consistency to avoid incorrect forwarding behavior.

1.4 load balancers [57] assign incoming connections to a particular destination IP, then forward subsequent packets to the appropriate destination IP. Per-connection consistency requires that once an IP is assigned to a connection, it does not change, implying a need for strong state consistency.

Observation 1. These workloads require strong consistency, but they update state infrequently, making a costly replication protocol more tolerable. Moreover, most of these examples use switch tables that should be modified through the control-plane, naturally limiting their update rate. For example, the NAT NF uses control-plane to update the connection table. We leverage this observation when designing the replication protocol for this class of NFs.

4.2 Weak (Eventual) Consistency

Rate limiters restrict the aggregated bandwidth of flows that belong to a given user. The application maintains a per-user meter that is updated on every packet. The meters are synchronized periodically to identify users exceeding their bandwidth limit and to enforce restrictions. Maintaining an exact network-wide rate across all switches would incur a very high overhead and is therefore unrealistic. So rate limiters can tolerate inconsistencies, but the meters must be synchronized often enough [63] to minimize discrepancy.

Intrusion prevention systems (IPS) [47] monitor traffic by continuously computing packet signatures and matching against known suspicious signatures. If the number of matches is above a threshold, traffic is dropped to prevent the intrusion. This application can tolerate transient inconsistencies: it is acceptable for a few malicious packets to go through immediately after signatures are updated.

Observation 2. Some NFs tolerate weakly consistent data, potentially affording simpler and more efficient replication protocols. However, as we will describe next, other functions may defer the writes to be once in a window, but do require to have a consistent view of prior writes among all the switches.
We assign mixed read/write applications that use data sketches to this class. Data sketches are commonly used in data-plane programs [12, 13, 24, 30, 35, 51, 52, 54, 78]. They are probabilistic data structures that efficiently collect approximate statistics about elements of a data stream.

Below we consider two examples of sketch-based NFs. Microburst detection identifies flows that send a lot of data in a short time period. ConQuest [13] is a recent sketch-based system for a single switch, which uses a sliding window mechanism composed of a group of Count-Min sketches (CMS) [14]. At most one sketch is updated on every packet.

DDoS detection [45] requires tracking the frequency of source and destination IPs using a CMS with bitsets [80]. The sketch is updated on every packet, but sampled periodically to trigger an alarm when IP frequencies cross a threshold.

Strongly consistent read-optimized protocols are too costly for such workloads due to their write-intensive nature. Fortunately, because a data sketch is inherently approximate, it does not require strong consistency — it is acceptable for a query to miss some updates. Moreover, sketches are typically stream-order invariant [67], meaning that the quantity they estimate (such as number of unique sources, heavy hitters, and quantiles) does not depend on the packet order.

At the same time, sketches generally cannot tolerate weak consistency either. With no guarantee of timeliness, sketches might be useless. A DDoS attack might be over by the time it is detected. Moreover, the attack might be detected at one location much earlier than it is detected at another, leading to an inconsistent response. Furthermore, sketches have known error bounds (see [15] and others). These bounds are violated if updates are arbitrarily delayed [27, 66], making it hard to reason about the impact of sketch errors on the application.

**Observation 3.** Sketches require a bounded-delay consistent snapshot consistency level. Formally, it provides \( r \)-relaxed strong linearizability (Appendix A), which supports sketch applications with provably bounded error. Intuitively, \( r \)-relaxed strong linearizability guarantees that accesses to shared data are equivalent to a sequential execution, except that each query may "miss" up to \( r \) updates. SwiSh supports this consistency level using its novel Strong Delayed-Write (SDW) protocol, which provides a consistent snapshot of the sketch at all the replicas, while delaying reads until such a snapshot is constructed.

## 5 SwiSh Abstractions

SwiSh provides the abstraction of shared variables to programmable switches. This section describes the interface and the types of semantics it offers for shared data.

**System model.** We consider a system of many switches, each acting as a replica of shared state. Switches communicate via the network, and we assume a standard failure model: packets can be dropped, duplicated and arbitrarily re-ordered, and links and switches may fail. Since switches are comprised of multiple independent pipes with per-pipe state (§2), we consider a pipe rather than a switch, a node in the protocol. We use the terms pipe and switch interchangeably.

**Data model.** The basic unit of shared state is a variable, associated with a unique key, which exposes an API for updating the variable (potentially using general read-modify-write functions), and reading it. The API is thus available on all switches, and variables are read and updated through a distributed protocol. SwiSh supports three types of variables which have different semantics and are accessed through different protocols:

1. **Strong Read-Optimized (SRO)** variables provide strong consistency (linearizability);
2. **Eventual Write-Optimized (EWO)** variables have low cost for both reads and writes, but provide only eventual consistency;
3. **Strong Delayed-Writes (SDW)** variables provide strong consistency (linearizability), but expose writes (even to the local replica) only after their values have been synchronized across the replicas.

We require that, no matter which semantics are used, all variables eventually converge to a common state. To this end, we require that variables be mergeable. We consider two merging policies: LWW as a general method, and Conflict-Free Replicated Data Types (CRDTs) as specialized mergeable data types that implement common data structures that are used in NFs. A general way to merge variables is to assign

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Write frequency</th>
<th>Read frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strong consistency</td>
<td>NAT</td>
<td>Translation table</td>
<td>New connection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Firewall</td>
<td>Connection states table</td>
<td>New connection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L4 load-balancer</td>
<td>Connection-to-DIP mapping</td>
<td>New connection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak consistency</td>
<td>Intrusion prevention system</td>
<td>Signatures</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rate limiter</td>
<td>Per-user meter</td>
<td>Every window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bounded delay consistent snapshot</td>
<td>DDoS detection</td>
<td>Sketch</td>
<td>Every sampled packet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Microburst detection</td>
<td>Sketch</td>
<td>Every packet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: NFs classified by their access pattern to shared data and their consistency requirements.
an order to updates and apply a last-writer-wins (LWW) policy. The merge function applies an update if and only if its version number is larger than the local one. Unique version numbers can be obtained by using a switch ID as a tie breaker in addition to a timestamp attached to each write request.

In some cases, updates can be merged systematically. These are discussed in the literature of Conflict-Free Replicated Data Types (CRDTs), which offer strong eventual consistency and monotonicity [69]. Monotonicity prevents counter-intuitive scenarios such as an increment-only counter decreasing.

Counters are a natural application for this technique, as they are common in NFs (§4) and have a straightforward CRDT design. An increment-only counter can be implemented by maintaining a vector of counter values, one per switch. To update a counter, a switch increments its own element; to read the result, it sums all elements. To merge updates from another switch, a switch takes the largest of the local and received values for each element. Further extensions support decrement operations [69].

Variables may be used to store different data types, such as array entries, read/write variables, sets, and counters. They are implemented using appropriate stateful P4 objects.

6 In-Switch Replication Protocols

Below we assume that switches do not fail; we relax this assumption in §6.4.

6.1 Strong-Read Optimized (SRO)

The SRO protocol is based on chain replication [76], as shown in Figure 2a, adapted to an in-switch implementation with the following key difference: instead of contacting the tail for its latest version and keeping multiple versions per variable, we forward reads to pending writes to the tail.

SRO provides per-variable linearizability [28], because writes are blocking and reads concurrent to writes are processed by the tail node. Its write throughput is limited by the need to send packets through the control plane.2 Note, however, that many read-intensive NFs already require control plane involvement for their updates, such as NATs, firewall and load balancers [57].

A variation of this protocol, used in many systems, including CRAQ [72] and ZooKeeper [31], reduces the read latency by performing local reads, yet offers weaker semantics [46].

6.2 Eventual Write-Optimized (EWO)

Both variants of the read-optimized protocol have a high write cost. Because supporting both strong consistency and frcuent updates is fundamentally challenging, we offer relaxed-consistency variables. This is acceptable for many write-intensive applications, as discussed in §4.

Reads from EWO variables are performed locally, and writes are applied asynchronously. That is, when a switch receives a packet $P$ that modifies state, it modifies its local state, emits any output packet $P'$ immediately, and asynchronously sends a write request to all other switches (Figure 2b). A more sophisticated version can employ batching to avoid flooding the network with updates, and instead send the write request after accumulating several updates.

Unlike SRO, we do not delegate the problem of reliable write delivery to the control plane because it does not scale for write-intensive workloads. Instead, switches periodically synchronize each EWO variable from the data plane. This design choice avoids expensive buffering and re-transmission logic in the data-plane.

Periodic synchronization overcomes the issue of lost packets. As updates to EWO variables are idempotent, packets can be arbitrarily duplicated with no effect. Finally, due to updates being commutative, packet reordering has no effect.

We note that this protocol is simple, but it leads to inconsistent replicas and would incur high bandwidth overheads. With over-subscribed links [23], excessive replication traffic would only worsen the congestion. The following protocol overcomes these limitations.

6.3 Strong Delayed-Writes (SDW)

As explained in §4, certain NFs tolerate inconsistencies among switches, but require state convergence within a bounded time. For such NFs, SwiSh offers strong delayed-writes (SDW) variables, ensuring semantics known as r-relaxed strong linearizability [27]. These semantics guarantee that every read of a variable observes all but a bounded number of updates. If the variable is used to store a data sketch, then r-relaxed strong linearizability often directly implies error bounds on the sketch’s estimate [67].

SwiSh batches updates into windows, and synchronizes window advancement (Figure 2c). The complete protocol and its analysis appear in Algorithm 1 in Appendix A; below is an informal overview.

To distribute a variable $R$, each switch maintains three objects holding copies of $R$: $R_w$, $R_s$, and $R_t$. At any given time, $R_w$ is updated, $R_s$ is queried, and $R_t$ is synchronized (merged) across switches. The objects’ roles are switched in a round-robin manner on window advancement.

All switches run the same protocol. At the start of a window, all switches send the contents of $R_t$ to all the others. Any (local) update is applied to $R_w$, and any query is executed on $R_s$. Once a switch receives $R_t$ from all other switches, and furthermore receives ACKs from all other switches that they received its $R_t$, it advances to the next window.
On window advancement, the objects are rotated, so $R_u$ becomes the new synchronization variable $R'_u$. $R_u$ is merged into $R_1$ and then cleared – it becomes the new update object $R'_u$, and the synchronized buffer $R_1$ becomes the new read buffer $R'_1$. Thus, after the synchronization of window $w$ completes, $R'_u$ is empty and ready to accumulate updates of window $w+1$, $R'_1$ reflects all updates that occurred in all switches in all windows up to $w-1$, and $R'_s$ reflects all updates done in windows up to $w-1$ in all switches, as well as local updates done in window $w$.

Crucially, as we prove in Appendix A, this protocol guarantees that a query in some window $w$ sees all updates occurring in all windows $\leq w-2$. We also prove that, by bounding the number of updates in a window to $B$, every query sees all but at most $2NB$ updates that occur before it, where $N$ is the number of switches.

**Multi-variable snapshots.** Another advantage of the window protocol is that it allows applications to take consistent snapshots [59] over a collection of SDW variables by advancing the window simultaneously for all of them. This means that we can support multi-variable queries (for instance, collecting an array of counters as used in a CMS), and ensure that all queries see update batches in a consistent order. Thus, given two updates $u_1$ and $u_2$ occurring in different switches, it is impossible for a query at one switch to see a state reflecting only $u_1$ (and not $u_2$) while a query at another switch sees only $u_2$ (and not $u_1$).

**6.4 Handling Failures**

We now consider fail-stop switch failures. We assume that a central controller can detect which switches have failed.

**SRO.** When a switch fails, the chain becomes partitioned. First, we reconnect the chain by bypassing the failed node; if the failed switch is the head, the second node in the chain assumes its responsibility. This follows the standard chain replication protocol. A new switch is added to the end of the chain. It starts to process writes, but does not replace the tail until the data transfer to it is complete. This requires control plane involvement.

The control plane on one of the switches takes a snapshot of its state, and then resends all pending write requests through the normal data plane protocol. These writes contain the sequence number at the time of the snapshot to prevent overwriting newer values with old ones. Once the new switch has acknowledged all writes, it replaces the tail.

**EWO.** Because live replicas regularly synchronize their entire state, this synchronization protocol is inherently robust to switch and link failures. The failed switch is removed from the multicast group. Once a new switch replaces the faulty one, it is added to the multicast group, and begins serving reads after obtaining an initial view of the shared state.

**SDW.** The protocol inevitably stalls once a failure occurs (i.e., the local window ids stop increasing). Denote the maximum window at a correct switch at the time of the failure by $w_{max}$. The difference between the local window ids at each pair of switches is at most one. Thus, every stalled switch is in window $w_{max}$ or $w_{max} - 1$.

We reconcile the states of the surviving switches as follows: a controller reads the states of all switches. It collects the state of $R_e$ in some switch that is in window $w_{max}$ and sends it to all switches that are in window $w_{max} - 1$ (if any), so they advance to window $w_{max}$. The controller merges all the $R_e$ objects to yield the most up-to-date state for window $w_{max} + 1$ and broadcasts it to all switches, thus updating their $R_e$ objects to the merged state. Then it removes the failed switch from the multicast group and the switches resume the protocol from window $w_{max} + 1$.

Adding a new replica is a two-stage process: increasing the expected number of ACKs on correct switches and making sure that all switches are in the same window, which stalls window progression, followed by adding the new replica to the multicast group of each correct switch. The new switch begins serving reads after the current window completes.

We note that during the recovery the updates to the live switches are not lost, but rather accumulated in local switch
replicas $R_u$. These updates are then synchronized during the recovery. Thus, this protocol is not time critical and can be implemented in control-plane without adding code to the resource-constrained data-plane.

7 Design

We explain the messaging mechanism shared by all protocols, and then describe the SDW design. SRO and EWO closely follow their descriptions in §6.

7.1 Replication Message Exchange

Packet format. Switches exchange replication packets, updates, and acknowledgments with each other to replicate state. Replication packets are IP packets; therefore, by assigning an IP per switch, these packets can be routed using standard L3 routing protocols. Besides Ethernet and IP headers, each packet includes a single bit indicating whether the packet is an update/write request or an ACK, the keys and values accessed by the write, and, in SRO, a sequence number. For example, in an SRO NAT implementation, the keys are the source IP and source port, and the values are the translated IP and port. In an SDW DDoS application, the keys are sketch indices and the values are counter increments.

Reliable delivery. A major challenge in data-plane replication is ensuring delivery of replication packets. Current switches do not provide enough control over internal switch buffers to store and retransmit a packet from the data-plane.

We identify two cases that require buffering. First, there are replication packets generated by each switch as part of the replication protocol. Such packets must be reliably delivered in SDW. Second, there are write packets that are received from external sources (not from a switch) and update the NF state in a switch. In SRO these packets cannot be externalized until the updated state is synchronized among the switches.

We handle these two cases separately. For SDW replication packets we keep the state being replicated at the application level until acknowledged, instead of buffering the packet. Then an ACK-check packet is periodically generated by the packet generator. If the sent replication packet has not yet been acknowledged by other switches, the ACK-check triggers its retransmission. Here we use the recirculation trigger for the packet generator to initiate a batch of packets at once.

In SRO, the packets themselves must be buffered since their content is not reproducible by the switch. Buffering in the data-plane is an open problem and we leave it for future work. However, since most NFs that use SRO would require the updates to be performed via the control-plane anyway (Observation 1, §4.1), we relay the reliable delivery to the control-plane of the switch that receives the write packet. The cost of buffering and retransmission is negligible, as we show in §9.2. Future switches might enable table updates in the data-plane, motivating data-plane buffering mechanisms to avoid control-plane involvement in replication.

Packet duplication and reordering. SRO replication packets are shipped with a sequence number allowing each replica to apply updates in order and to reject updates with sequence numbers lower than those already processed. In EWO, updates are idempotent and monotonic so detecting duplication and reordering is already a part of the merging process. We explain the SDW implementation in detail below.

7.2 Strong Delayed-Writes (SDW)

As presented in Figure 3, the data structure used in SDW is organized as two register arrays, each of which holds a 32-bit pair. At any given time, one window is designated for reading and writing, namely, its register arrays used as the $R_u$ and $R_r$ objects in the SDW protocol. The other window is used in the sync operation. The sync object $R_r$ is divided into two register values, one, denoted $R_r$-merge, receives data from other switches, while the other, called $R_r$-source, holds the local state as sent to other switches at the beginning of the window. This separation is important to allow retransmissions (§7.1).

Synchronization. The alternating window structure enables SwiSh to ensure that the $R_r$ in each window are consistent across all switches. Each time synchronization is initiated, the content of the $R_r$-source register is sent to all the switches, and the content received from all of the switches is merged in the $R_r$-merge register. Note that each switch also receives (and hence merges) its own update. Once all the updates are received, the content of $R_r$-merge is identical across the switches, so the synchronization for that window is finished.

Unfortunately, a full sketch cannot be read while processing a single packet, so we send the sketch column by column. For simplicity, we first explain handling of a single-column sketch, and then discuss the complete implementation.

Each switch maintains two bitmaps: one, to track ACKs that other switches received its updates, and the other, that it received all updates from them. If an update was lost, the sketch is retransmitted.

Window advancement. The last update to complete the bitmaps signifies the completion of the sync round for the
switch. The switch advances the window ID, swaps the roles of the registers, and starts a new sync process again. During this swap the following arrays are swapped: $R_v$-merge swaps with $R_o$, and $R_v$-source swaps with $R_o$.

**Ready phase.** Because round advancement is a local event, the switches do not advance their windows in lock-step. Thus, a switch may receive an update for the next window, which will be dropped and retransmitted later. Buffering such updates would significantly increase the memory footprint. Instead, we introduce the *ready phase*. Once a switch advances its local window it broadcasts a *ready* packet to all the rest. A switch starts broadcasting its updates only after it receives *ready* packets from all other switches (existing bitmap can be reused for tracking). This phase ensures that an update will not be sent to a switch that is not yet ready to merge it. Ready packets are retransmitted upon timeout, though in the experiments we did not encounter such cases. In our evaluation (§9.2) we show that the *ready* phase is critical to achieving predictable replication latency.

**Multi-column sketches.** Ideally, each switch should track each column being synchronized separately, to filter duplicates and retransmit lost updates. This solution would be too memory-consuming and would limit the sketch size, however. We make two optimizations. First, for $R_v$-merge, we retain the original bit-per-switch tracking, so a switch sends an ACK only when a full sketch was received. Thus, we always retransmit a full sketch. Second, we maintain a counter per switch which tracks the index of the next column to be updated. Only updates that match this counter are accepted. This approach is correct: it handles duplicates and packet reorders. However, while it is efficient for duplicates, it would lead to sketch retransmission if packets are reordered. We assume that this is a rare event, however, because IP routing in data centers usually maintains the same path for a given flow.

We implement both approaches. The bitmap-per-column implementation allows using sketches with 3 rows and 64K entries per-row and can scale up to 32 switches. The counter-per-switch implementation can scale to 4K switches for the same sketch size.

Note that changing the communication pattern from an allto-all to an aggregation tree, e.g. as in SwitchML [68], may also reduce the per-switch state but at the cost of increasing replication latency.

**Register initialization.** There is no way to iterate over all the registers and reset them. Instead, we piggyback initialization on the first write and use a single bit in each register to determine whether the register is initialized. These bits are reset during the processing of sync packets.

**Reducing replication bandwidth.** Recall that SDW is used for a collection of variables, stored in register arrays, over which queries can take consistent snapshots. Our current implementation of the sync protocol exchanges a full state snapshot (including all variables) rather than only the ones that were updated. The challenge for selective updates is that the switches send a varying number of packets in each window (due to hardware limitations, the state does not fit in one packet), and so the destination does not know when to acknowledge the state receipt. To overcome this challenge, switches count the number of updates that they send in a window and piggyback this number on the last update.

**Recovery.** The recovery protocol follows the algorithm mentioned above (§6.4), but also considers the ready phase and sends ready packets to allow switches to make progress before removing the faulty switch from the replica group. SDW does not rely on a centralized controller in failure-free runs. However, as writes are not lost upon switch failures, recovery is kept off of the critical-path and is not time-sensitive. Therefore, we chose to offload the recovery protocol to a centralized controller which frees switch resources.

## 8 Implementation

We expound the implementation of SRO and EWO, and then we describe the distributed NFs implemented on top of SwiSh. Last, we provide additional implementation details and limitations.

### 8.1 Strong Read-Optimized (SRO)

We run the replication protocol in the control-plane logic. Write packets (packets that modify state) are forwarded to the control plane, which subsequently generates a write request forwards it to the head of the chain. The way write requests are handled depends on the storage type where the data is stored in the switch. If the data can be modified only from the control-plane, then write requests must be processed by the control-plane at each switch in the chain. Otherwise, write requests can be processed directly in the data-plane. We implement reading from tail by tunneling the reading packets through the tail switch to its destination with an outer IP header (similar to IP-in-IP). While a write is pending, the key is flagged as “read-from-tail”, causing subsequent reading packets to be sent to the tail.

### 8.2 Eventual Write-Optimized (EWO)

The EWO logic uses the following types of packets: (a) Regular packets from applications – read and write to the shared state. (b) Update packets – sent when the local state changes. The recipient merges these updates with its local state. (c) Generated packets – for reliable message delivery. Because each register array can only be accessed once per packet, if the state consists of an array, we generate one packet per array entry. If we maintain multiple register arrays, they can be accessed by a single packet.

Reads are local, while writes require sending an update to other switches. To broadcast updates, we use egress-to-egress mirroring to create a truncated copy of the original
write packet. We use the multicast engine to create a copy of the update packet for each switch in the replica group. Each copy is then modified to carry the updated values.

The application state each switch maintains depends on the particular data structure. For example, to implement a shared counter, each switch maintains a vector of counters, one per switch in the replica group. On the other hand, growing only sets and LWW variables do not require sharding.

In order to ensure eventual consistency in the face of lost update packets, a periodic background task is implemented by using the switch’s packet generator that iterates over the register array, forming write update packets consisting of the indices and values for each register, and forwarding each one to a randomly-selected switch in the replica group.

### 8.3 Distributed NFs

We prototype three multi-switch NFs. We also prototype a distributed version for all of these NFs built using the protocols in SwiSh. In addition, for two of them we also implement a version that uses a central controller for synchronization.

**Network Address Translator (NAT).** This application maps internal source IPs to external source IPs. Each switch maintains two translation tables – one that maps (external source IP, external source port) to (internal source IP, internal source port) and another that performs the inverse mapping. We implement a distributed NAT using the SRO protocol. It requires no changes to the data-plane logic.

**Super-spreaders detection (DDoS).** This application detects source IPs that communicate with more than 1000 unique destination IPs. Inspired by OpenSketch [80], we implement it using a CMS, with a bit set instead of counters. Packets are first sampled based on the (source IP, destination IP) pair. Sampled packets set a single bit in the bitset in each row of the sketch. The bitset is used to estimate the number of unique destinations. Our implementation uses a sketch with 3 rows and 32K 32-bit wide bitsets per row.

We implement two designs based on a central controller. In both, the controller obtains the list of suspicious IPs from each switch, and decides to block IPs if the sum of different destination IPs for that source from both switches exceeds 1000, in which case it inserts an entry to the block list of each switch. However, there are two ways for the controller to obtain this data: (a) pull-based: each switch maintains a growing list of potential IPs to block. The controller periodically pulls the delta in the list since the previous pull; (b) push-based: each switch sends a packet when it detects a potential IP to block. For simplicity we mark an IP as suspicious if it sends to more than 500 destinations, and construct the workload to send half of the packets from each source to one switch and another half to the other, thus the implementation works correctly for this case.

The distributed design replicates the sketch using the SDW protocol, each switch unilaterally decides to block a destination according to the replicated sketch, which essentially holds a global view of the network.

**Rate limiter.** We implement a rate limiter based on the token bucket algorithm [70]. In the single switch design, the controller periodically fetches rate estimations from each switch, calculates the token limit per each user and each switch, and writes it back to the switches. We implement two distributed versions, with EWO and SDW respectively. Switches replicate their own rate estimates for each user, and calculate their limit according to global traffic ratios.

### 8.4 Implementation Details

We implement SwiSh using P4_16 [73] and Intel P4 Studio 9.6.0 [32] for Tofino switches. We implement all protocols as described.

**API.** We expose the building blocks of each protocol’s design as P4 control blocks [73]. We then use this API to implement our NF applications (§8.3).

**Control Plane.** For applications that use SRO variables, we implement the control-plane logic in C++ using the user space packet DMA API (kpkt). For the other protocols, we initialize the switch state using bfrt-python. We also utilize a simple TCP server in C++ for reading register values from the switch for the recovery protocol.

**Limitations.** Our current implementation does not include the required recovery logic for SRO because it is well-known and in-control plane, thus it does not challenge our design. Although independent to the number of switches in the replica group, the major limitation of replicated NFs is the increase in SRAM usage (×4). We fully implement recovery for SDW.

### 9 Evaluation

We evaluate the protocols and applications on two Tofino switches (each two pipes) and on 32 switches in an emulator. Our key observations are:

- Control-plane replication is too slow.
- SRO has high latency and low throughput.
- SDW is scalable and replicates large sketches in microseconds.
- For a DDoS detector, SDW responds instantly to an attack, blocking malicious packets, while central controller allows almost 50% of the packets to go through.
- For a rate limiter, SDW and EWO respond instantly to traffic changes, while central controller lags behind.

**Setup.** We use two machines with Intel Xeon Silver 4216 2.1 GHz CPUs, connected via two EdgeCore Wedge 100BF-32X programmable switches. The server is dual socket with 192 GB RAM. Hyper-threading and power saving are disabled. One machine acts as a traffic generator/consumer; it has two 100G Intel E800 NICs. The other acts as a central controller; it has two 40G NVIDIA ConnectX-4 Lx EN NICs.
**Topology.** We use the leaf-spine topology in which the switches are connected as shown in Figure 4, and run ECMP on one pipe and a NF on the second.

![Testbed topology.](image)

**Performance measurement methodology.** We build a DPDK-based packet generator. We evaluate SwiSh on a real packet trace, CAIDA [10], as well as synthetic workloads. Throughput is measured by the NIC and application-level performance counters. Latency is measured in software.

To measure the performance of the in-switch NFs and protocol implementations, we create a line-rate load (100Gbps, unless stated otherwise) on a single switch port. To validate that the performance obtained via this approach is representative of the switch under load over all its ports, we also run one experiment with a fully loaded switch running at 2.1 Gpps (§9.2). We show that the performance is almost the same as with a single port traffic, validating our methodology.

### 9.1 End-to-end benchmarks

**NAT.** We replay 10K packets from the CAIDA dataset and measure the per packet latency with and without replication. 21% of the packets are processed by the control plane (update packets), while the rest are processed in the data-plane. Figure 5d shows the latency distribution. SwiSh does not introduce any overheads for read packets, while update packets are taking about twice as long to get processed since they are batched in the control plane until the update is acknowledged by the other switch.

We also compare the throughput of the distributed version with the one on a single switch, while sending 64-byte packets at line rate to a single port. There are no updates during the test, as we wait for the handshake to complete. Therefore, both versions achieve line-rate throughput (112 Mpps).

**Super-spreader detection.** DDoS is configured to detect sources (IPs) that communicate with more than 1K different destinations. We create a trace where packets are sent from different source IPs, each with thousands of different destinations. Each source IP sends 10K packets.

In the experiment we replay a trace where we vary the number of packets that have different source IPs sent per second, while maintaining the absolute transfer rate from each source IP constant. This is a reasonable scenario where an attacker uses a botnet to generate malicious traffic while maintaining the transfer rate of each bot constant.

We compare the number of packets sent by each source IP relative to the number of packets received by the destination IP. Ideally, each source IP should be blocked after the first 1000 packets, therefore the ratio should be about 10%.

We compare the push and pull baselines with the implementation that uses SDW replication. Figure 5b shows that both versions of the centralized controller are quickly becoming overwhelmed and cannot keep up with processing the updates, failing to block packets. At 1.5K source IPs/second the push baseline breaks down because the push requests to block certain IPs from the switch get dropped at the host, thus their respective IPs are left unblocked. The results were obtained after increasing the socket receive buffers to 25MB.

To validate this result, we run the same workload fixed at 4K source IPs/sec. Figure 5a shows the distribution of the ratio of packets received per source IP across all source IPs. We observe that the pull design manages to block up to 30% of all the source IPs, but for each IP different number of packets leaked. Effectively, the pull design was unable to block traffic from 70% of the source IPs. That is because the controller collects batches of requests and handles them together, thus some source IPs manage to send more than others. However, the push design blocks only 5% of all the source IPs. The SDW-based design, shown as a vertical line at 10%, passes the first 10% of each source (which is our super-spreader detection threshold), and then blocks all the packets as expected.

**Per-user rate limiter.** We set a limit of 2Mpps per-user and configure the rate limiter to re-estimate rates every 1ms.

We create a trace where packets are sent from different source IPs (each source defines a different user) with 40 unique users (sending rate is 2Mpps per user). The trace is comprised of alternating phases with a period of 5s. In even phases, all flows of a specific user are split equally between the two switches. While in odd phases, 90% of each user’s flows are routed to one of the spine nodes and the rest 10% are forwarded to the other spine node. These alternations results in immediate changes in the per-user rate estimator that each switch maintains.

We compare our EWO and SDW protocols with a pull-based baseline and measure the average throughput per user over time. In the first 5 seconds of the experiment, the traffic is balanced so each switch runs at 1Mpps and the controller sets a per-user limit of 1Mpps on each switch. At the 5th second of the experiment, we change phases, and now one switch measures 1.8Mpps and the other switch measures 0.2Mpps. Because each switch was set to limit each user to 1Mpps, the first switch forwards only 1Mpps and the other switch forwards 0.2Mpps resulting in 1.2Mpps aggregate throughput. Figure 5c shows the average received throughput per-user over time at a sampling period of 200 ms. The baseline misses the phase changing point and allows the throughput to reduce to
below 1.5Mpps, slightly more than the expected value due to sampling. SDW and EWO perform comparably. They both react immediately to traffic changes without throughput drops. EWO eagerly sends 40 updates every 1ms, allowing the other switch to immediately change its limit. SDW replicates such a small state (40 32bit values) under 10 microseconds (5f).

### 9.2 Analysis

**SRO: Update rate.** We measure the overhead introduced to update packets with replication. For this experiment we run NAT on spine switches and send update packets that are all processed by the control plane. We measure the per packet latency and report the average. Figure 5c shows that compared to the single switch, in the replicated setting the update rate is reduced by a factor of ∼2.5. This is expected since each update packet generates a write request and an ACK that has to be processed on the other switch.

We observe that the update rate of SRO is limited by the throughput of the control plane on a single switch. SRO variables cannot sustain more than 20K updates per second (160Kbps). Update latency increases with the update rate because packets are buffered in the control-plane until acknowledged.

**SDW: Window advancement latency.** We measure the time each window absorbs updates before being advanced. We vary the state size being replicated, so for the smallest sketch the time to advance the window is the upper bound on the replication rate, constrained by the latency of updates between switches. There are no retransmissions in this experiment.

We replicate a sketch with 3 rows and vary each row size to up to 64K counters (total of 768KB in each sketch). We store the global timestamps of the first 10K window increments and read them at the end of the run.

We use the following topologies: (a) **local-2**: two local pipes on a single switch (we measure identical results compared to two remote pipes); (b) **symmetric-4**: four pipes, two in each switch, with a dedicated link between each pipe.

Figure 5f shows the 99th percentile latency to advance the window for each state size. As we see, the window can be advanced as fast as every 3μsec for the sketch of 4 bytes. The current bottleneck is the packet sending rate which, even within the switch (Recirculation), takes a few hundred nanoseconds. This window advancement rate implies that the updates become visible after 6μsec (since Rₚ becomes Rₛ after two window advancements). For the sketch larger than 1K, the actual replication rate is about 13Gbps between each pair of switches, which is about five orders of magnitude faster than SRO. We note that this rate is limited by the maximum packet rate (∼160Mpps) of a single port. This is because replication packets hold only 12 bytes of data, which in turn is due to limited per-packet memory accesses imposed by the hardware. Optimizing the effective bandwidth is left for future work.

We observe negligible increase in the window advancement latency when adding two additional switches. This is because each switch updates all the others concurrently, hence no additional delay. The ready phase adds a constant latency overhead of 2μsec to each replication round.

**SDW: Performance under full switch load.** We generate
traffic on all switch ports as follows. We saturate a single port using our packet generation machine and let that traffic travel through each port in the switch by connecting ports in a chain and forming a “snake” (a similar methodology was used in NetCache [38]). We reserve ports that are used for replication. We use the symmetric-2 topology. We saturate the switch with 130B packets, each updating the sketch. For a sketch with 64K entries per-row we measure 486 µsec window advancement latency, at a total packet rate of 1.8Gpps. For a sketch size of 1 entry per-row we measure 3.2 µsec window advancement latency at a total packet rate of 2.1Gpps.\footnote{1-entry per-row requires lower replication load and frees certain resources affording higher packet rate.} In both extremes, we could not measure any impact on window advancement latency, which is expected as the switch logic is guaranteed to perform packet processing at a switch line rate.

**SDW: Retransmissions and the ready phase.** The ready phase ensures that the switches do not send updates after advancing their window before all others advanced to that same window. Without this guarantee, an update from the consequent window that arrives too early will be dropped, and later retransmitted after a timeout. We now show that this phase is essential to avoid retransmissions and maintain low latency when scaling to more switches.

We first run the protocol without the ready phase (Figure 5f, local-2 no ready) on two pipes on the same switch. The protocol runs in lockstep on both of the pipes, so we do not see any update retransmissions. However, with four pipes (symmetric-4 topology) there are many retransmission (not shown in the Figure). For example, we measure an average of 2934 update retransmissions in the first 10K window advancements across 100 runs. We observe a similar behavior in an asymmetric topology four pipes connected using the leaf-spine topology. Adding the ready phase completely eliminates such retransmissions and allows the system to progress effectively as fast as a two-pipes system, with stable latency guarantees.

**SDW: Recovery.** We measure the total recovery time of the protocol from the time pipes fail to the time the system makes progress, i.e. windows are advancing again. We run four pipes in the 4-symmetric topology that replicate a sketch and shut down random pipes. We disable the failed pipes’ ports to other switches in a random order. We repeat this experiment 20 times for each data point, and vary sketch sizes and failure counts. We report the average recovery time.

Figure 6 shows that recovery time is dominated by the time it takes to synchronize the sketches of correct switches. Therefore, recovery time increases as sketch size increases, and decreases as the failure count increases. As expected, for the 3 pipe failures setup, only a single correct switch remains live, thus recovery time is independent from the sketch size.

As explained in §6.4, updates sent to live switches during the recovery are not lost but accumulated, so the recovery time minimization is a secondary goal. Nevertheless, recovery time can be further reduced by applying additional optimizations, e.g. parallelizing the currently serial controller-to-switch communication and batching requests, and by writing the logic using a more efficient programming language.

**SDW: Scalability.** We emulate a large replica group of switches running the SDW protocol by connecting together 32 Tofino model instances running in Docker containers. The switches are connected together via another switch that runs L3 forwarding. We verify that the protocol runs correctly and that there are no update retransmissions.

## Figure 6: The impact of number of failures and sketch size on the total SDW recovery time.

### 10 Related Work

**In-switch NFs.** Previous studies have shown that offloading NFs to programmable switches, such as load balancers [57] and DDoS detectors [45], enables very high performance. However, these projects were designed for a single switch. SwiSh aims to facilitate the deployment of these applications in a distributed fashion. RedPlane [42] enables switch state replication to servers for fault tolerance, but does not support state modification on multiple switches concurrently, as our work does.

**In-switch acceleration.** Previous works suggested in-switch acceleration for general-purpose applications such as key-value caches [38, 50], replicated key-value stores [37], query processing [24] and aggregations [68, 75]. SwiSh can be useful for such general-purpose applications too. For example, SwiSh could be used to implement the cache invalidation mechanism in DistCache. We note, however, that due to the general-purpose nature of these applications, some of them feature a complex state, and require strong semantics together with frequent updates, which SwiSh does not provide. Such requirements are less common in NFs; thus, we target SwiSh to facilitate the development of distributed NFs.

**State management for NFs.** State management and fault-tolerance for NFs on servers have been well studied [20, 64, 65, 71, 77]. However, these techniques are infeasible in the context of programmable switches. For example, FTMB [71] suggests a rollback-recovery technique for fault-tolerance in which packets are logged and replayed upon failures. However, due to the high processing rate of the switch, it is impractical to log
every packet to external storage or through the control-plane. **In-switch coordination.** NetChain [37] and P4xos [16] implement coordination protocols running in the data plane to provide reliable storage as a network service. We apply data plane replication as an internal building block for NFs, a task for which it is well suited as the data-plane properties (e.g., limitations to ~100 byte objects) are better matched for replicating NF state registers than arbitrary applications.

**Distributed network state.** Managing distributed network state has been well studied. Onix [43] distributes network-wide state among multiple controllers. DIFANE [81] offloads forwarding decisions to authority switches to alleviate load on the controller and to reduce per-flow memory usage in network switches. Mahajan et al. [55] explore consistency semantics during network state updates. While previous works focus on control-plane managed state, SwiSh specifically targets replication of mutable state of data-plane programs.

**Distributed network monitoring.** Network-wide monitoring requires coordinated, distributed computation across switches [25, 26, 63]. Harrison et al. [25, 26] propose a distributed heavy-hitter detection algorithm that combines local counters with a centralized controller. SwiSh can be used to implement similar algorithms without a centralized controller, potentially providing faster response. Ripple [36] replicates state in data-plane for link-flooding defense but does not provide consistency guarantees. Ripple can be implemented using SwiSh. Distributed computation is also needed if the resources of a single switch are insufficient, e.g. Demianiu et al. [18] partition state across switches for flow metric computation.

**Relaxing consistency for availability.** Many systems have traded consistency for increased availability and performance [4, 17, 21, 44, 62, 72, 79]. For example, TACT [79] aims to provide a middle-ground between strong and eventual consistency. However, TACT may block read and write operations to enforce consistency bounds which is unsustainable in the switch environment. Additionally, TACT maintains a single version of the data while SDW maintains multiple versions of the state and seamlessly switches to the up-to-date one as soon as the previous synchronization round is completed. Therefore, the protocol advances as fast as the network conditions allow while providing consistent snapshots to every replica. On the other hand, the combination of dynamic system behavior and consistent snapshots cannot be expressed using TACT’s consistency metrics.

## 11 Conclusions

SwiSh offers a systematic approach to state sharing among programmable switches. We analyze the requirements of in-switch stateful NFs and implement three protocols for data-plane replication. We introduce a novel SDW protocol that achieves high update rate and low update latency, while providing strong consistency guarantees, which are particularly useful for implementing sketches. We show experimentally that data-plane is practical and fast, and achieves orders of magnitude higher performance than the traditional centralized controller designs. We believe that this work will pave the way for building distributed stateful NFs entirely in data-plane.
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A Theoretical Analysis

The SDW protocol supports stream-order invariant data types like sketches. Variables of this type support three API functions: (1) UPDATE(v) – handling a single addition of element v, (2) QUERY() – returns a value based on the internal state, and MERGE(R’) – merges the state of R’ with that of the current variable. A requirement of any variable R fitting this model is that the QUERY result depends only on the set of elements that were ingested before it (either by an UPDATE or a MERGE), and not their order. We say that a query reflects an update, if the update altered the state before the query executed.

An execution of an algorithm renders a history H, which is a series of invoke and response events of the three API functions. In a sequential history each invocation is immediately followed by its response. The sequential specification $\mathcal{H}$ of a variable is its set of allowed sequential histories.

A linearization of a concurrent execution $\sigma$ is a history $H \in \mathcal{H}$ such that after adding responses to some pending invocations and removing others, $H$ and $\sigma$ consist of the same invocations and responses and $H$ preserves the order between non-overlapping operations [28]. If every concurrent execution has a linearization, we say that the variable is linearizable. For randomized variables we require a stronger property, called strong linearizability. The qualifier “strong” means that the linearization points are not determined post-facto, which is necessary in randomized variables [22].

A relaxed property of a variable is an extension of its sequential specification to allow for more behaviors. We adopt the notion of $r$-relaxed strong linearizability from [67], a variant of the relaxation defined by Henzinger et al. [27], brought here for completeness. Intuitively, an $r$-relaxed variable allows a query to return a result based on all but at most $r$ updates that happened before it.

Definition A.1. A sequential history $H$ is an $r$-relaxation of a sequential history $H'$, if $H$ is comprised of all but at most $r$ of the invocations in $H'$ and their responses, and each invocation in $H$ is preceded by all but at most $r$ of the invocation that precede the same invocation in $H'$. The $r$-relaxation of $\mathcal{H}$ is the set of histories that have $r$-relaxations in $\mathcal{H}$, denoted $\mathcal{H}'$.

Our SDW protocol is described in §6.3, and its pseudo-code is presented in Algorithm 1. To prove that Algorithm 1 is $r$-relaxed strongly linearizable, we first prove a helper lemma:

Lemma 1. Consider a history $H$ arising from a concurrent execution of Algorithm 1, and some completed update $u \in H$ executed by $p_i$. Let $w$ be the value of win during the update’s execution on $p_i$.

Update $u$ is added to $\text{objs}[w \mod 3]$ on Line 12. On Line 39, $\text{objs}[(w + 2) \mod 3]$ is broadcast to all switches, specifically to some switch $p_j$ (as $p_j$ retains the update in the same place that is merges received variables, this holds for $j = l$).

The next time $p_j$ advances on Line 35, it enters window $w' = w + 2$. Note that the variable that was queried in the previous window $(w' - 1)$ is the same variable that reflected $u$. This variable is the one queried in round $w'$, therefore reflected in round $w' = w + 2$.

We now prove by induction that in round $w'' = w'k$, $u$ is reflected by a query in round $w''$ on $p_j$. The base is for $k = 0$, and has been prove.

Assume the hypothesis holds for $w' + l$, we prove for $w' + l + 1$. In round $w' + l$, $u$ is reflected by $\text{objs}[(w' + l + 1) \mod 3]$. On Line 37, $p_j$ merges this variable into $\text{objs}[(w' + l + 1) \mod 3]$, which is the variable queried in this round.

As this induction is true for all $k \geq 0$, it holds for any $w'' \geq w'$, proving the lemma. □

The following corollary follows directly from Lemma 1:

Corollary 1.1. Let $H$ be a history arising from a concurrent execution of Algorithm 1, and let $q \in H$ be some query completed by $p_i$. Let $w$ be the value of win during its execution. Query $q$ reflects all updates occurring in any window $w' \leq w - 2$.

Note: A system where linearizability holds for sub histories including a single query is sometimes called Ordered Sequential Consistency (OSC) [46], this is commonly used in systems, e.g., ZooKeeper [31].

Finally, we define the operation projection of a history $H$ and a set of operations $O$ as the same history containing only invocations and responses of operations in $O$. We denote this $H|_{O}$. Using these formalisms we can prove the following theorem:

Theorem 2. Consider a history $H$ arising from a concurrent execution of Algorithm 1, and some query $q \in H$. Let $U$ be the set of updates in $H$. The history of $H|_{U\cup\{q\}}$ is $r$-relaxed strongly linearizable.

Proof. Let $H$ be a history arising from a concurrent execution of Algorithm 1, let $q \in H$ be some query by $p_i$, and let $U$ be the set of all updates in $H$. Denote $H|_{U\cup\{q\}}$ as $H'$. We show that $H'$ is $r$-relaxed strongly linearizable with respect to $\mathcal{H}'$, for $r = 2NB$. To prove this, we show the existing of two mappings, $f$ and $g$, such that $f$ maps operations in $H'$ to visibility points, and $g$ maps operations in $H'$ to linearization points. Intuitively, visibility points are the time in the execution when an update is visible to a query, i.e., the query reflects the update. Bounding the number of preceding but not yet visible updates gives the relaxation.
We show that (1) \( f(H') \in \mathcal{H} \), and (2) \( g(H') \) is an \( r \) relaxation of \( f(H') \). Together, this implies the theorem.

The visibility points (\( f(H') \)) are as follows:

- For the query, its visibility point is its return.
- For an update returning \textit{false} at time \( t \), its visibility point is \( t \).
- For an update returning \textit{true} at time \( t \), let \( w \) be \( p_j \)'s value of \( \text{win} \) at time \( t \). The visibility point is the first time after \( t \) that \( p_j \)'s value of \( \text{win} \) is \( \text{win} + 2 \).

Note that in the latter case, the visibility point is after the update returns, so \( f \) does not preserve real-time order.

The linearization points (\( g(H') \)) are as follows:

- An update’s linearization point is its return, either \textit{true} or \textit{false}.
- A query’s linearization point is its return.

By definition, the linearization points as defined by \( g(H') \) aren’t decided post-facto – rather the linearization is a predetermined point in the execution.

Consider some update \( u \in H' \) executed on some \( p_j \) that returns \textit{true}. Let \( w \) be \( p_j \)'s value of \( \text{win} \) during its execution. Let \( w' \) be \( p_i \)'s value of \( \text{win} \) during \( q \)'s execution. We show that if \( w \leq w' - 2 \), then \( q \) observes \( u \), and if \( w > w' - 2 \), then \( q \) doesn’t observe \( u \).

From the definition of Algorithm 1, for any \( \text{win}_i \) on \( p_i \) and \( \text{win}_j \) on \( p_j \), \( |\text{win}_i - \text{win}_j| \leq 1 \).

If \( w = w' - 2 \), then when \( p_j \) added \( u \) to its local buffers, it did so to \( \text{obj}[w \mod 3] \). As \( |\text{win}_i - \text{win}_j| \leq 1 \), \( p_j \) advanced at least 1 window from \( w \). When it did so, it sent \( \text{obj}[w \mod 3] \) to \( p_i \). In window \( w' - 1 \), \( p_i \) merges the update into \( \text{obj}[w' + 1 \mod 3] \). In window \( w' \) this same variable is queried, thus \( q \) observes \( u \). If \( w \leq w' - 3 \), then the update is merged into some index of the variables array, and is copied over until it is reflected in all 3 of them, and specifically reflected in \( \text{obj}[w' + 1 \mod 3] \) in window \( w' \).

If \( w \geq w' - 1 \), then when \( p_j \) added \( u \) into its local buffer it did so to \( \text{obj}[w \mod 3] \). This update is sent to \( p_i \) only in window \( w + 1 \), and therefore isn’t reflected in \( \text{obj}[w' + 1 \mod 3] \) in window \( w' \).

Therefore, \( q \) reflects all updates that return true that happened during any window \( w \leq w' - 2 \). As there are at most \( B \) updates that return true in any window, \( q \) reflects all but at most \( 2NB \) updates that precede it in \( H \). Therefore, \( g(H') \) is an \( 2NB \)-relaxation of \( f(H') \).

As the query returns a value based on the updates that happened before it, and each access to the process local state is down sequentially, \( q \) returns a value that reflects all successful updates that happen before it in \( f(H') \). Therefore, \( f(H') \in \mathcal{H} \).

Intuitively, every query returns a value reflecting a sub-stream of its preceding and concurrent updates, consisting of all but at most \( r \) successful ones. The upper bound \( r \) on the number of “missing” updates is of vast importance, without it the drift between one switch and another can grow in an unbounded fashion. For example, consider a counter distributed among two switches running an eventually synchronous algorithm. One switch can increment the counter an arbitrarily large number of times, while the other returns 0 on every query – the promise of eventual synchrony is too weak.

Theorem 2 ensures that every history consisting of a single query and all updates is \( r \)-relaxed strongly linearizable, which in many cases preserves some relaxation of the error bounds. For example, Rinberg et al. [67] show that, under a weak adversary, a K-Minimum Value (KMV) \( \theta \) sketch [5] has an error of at most twice that of the sequential one. Another example is a relaxed Quantiles sketch [2], which has an additive error of \( r/n - (r\epsilon/n) \) with some tuning parameter \( \epsilon \), where \( r \) is the relaxation and \( n \) is the stream size. Thus, the impact of the relaxation diminishes as the stream size grows.
Algorithm 1: Algorithm running on switch $p_i$.

initialization:
1. win ← 0
2. count ← 0
3. objs ← [obj.init(), obj.init(), o.init()]
4. buf ← {}
5. rcvs ← {}
6. acks ← {}

Function Update($v$):
9. if count == B then
   // Write variable is full
10. return false
11. else
12.   objs[win mod 3].update($v$)
13.   count ← count + 1
14.   return true

Function Query():
17. return objs[(win + 1) mod 3].query() // Serve query from read variable

on receive “(o’, w’)” from $p_j$:
20. if w’ > win then
21.   buf ← buf ∪ {(o’, w’)} // Buffer messages from future windows
22. else
23.   rcvs ← rcvs ∪ {j}
24.   objs[(win + 2) mod 3].merge(o‘)
25.   send “ack” to $p_j$
26.   check done()

on receive “ack” from $p_j$:
28. acks ← acks ∪ {j}
29. check done()

Function check_done():
32. if |rcvs| == n & & |acks| == n then
33.   count ← 0
34.   win ← win + 1 // Rotate right
35.   o’ ← objs[win mod 3]
36.   objs[(win + 1) mod 3].merge(o’)
37.   objs[win mod 3] ← o.init() // Clear write variable
38.   broadcast “(objs[(win + 2) mod 3].win)” // Send sync message
39.   rcvs ← {}
40.   acks ← {}
41.   forall (o’, w’) in buf do
42.     // Handle buffered messages
43.       rcvs ← rcvs ∪ {j}
44.       objs[(win + 2) mod 3].merge(o’)
45.       send “ack” to $p_j$
46.       buf ← {}